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A thoughtful exploration of how humans have endangered the Earth but can pull it back from the
brink, as told by a renowned conservationist This personal and thoughtful book by renowned
Kenya conservationist David Western traces our global conquest from Maasai herders battling
droughts in Africa to the technological frontiers of California. Western draws on a half century of
research in the savannas and his own life’s journey to argue that conservation is not a modern
invention. The success of all societies past and present lies in conservation practices, breaking
biological barriers and learning to live in large cooperative groups able to sustain a healthy
environment. Our ecological emancipation from nature enabled us to expand our horizons from
conserving food and water for survival to saving whales, elephants, and our cultural heritage. In
the Anthropocene, our scientific knowledge and modern sensibilities offer hope for combating
global warming and creating a planet able to sustain the wealth of life, but only if we use our
unique cultural capacity of cooperation to plan our future.
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PrefaceWe stand at a pivotal point in human history. In our rise from small, scattered Neolithic
communities living precariously, we have become so supremely dominant as to reshape nature,
change the course of evolution, and engineer a new geological age, the Anthropocene. In the
process we have created a global economy that has narrowed our food webs and stretched our
supply chains to the point that we can no longer sense or contain our planetary
impact.Belatedly, climate warming has risen to the top of the international agenda as hotter
summers, colder winters, stronger hurricanes, torrential floods, searing droughts, and rising sea
levels impinge on our daily lives. Trapped between a receding industrial age powered by toxic
and dwindling fossil fuels and the fourth industrial revolution and circular economy promising
hope of a greener planet and sustainable lifestyles, we face a tragedy of the global commons for
lack of action.Prescriptions for a sustainable future range from strong central government control



to trusting in the invisible hand of free markets and reliance on rational choices. Yet neither Big
Government nor Free Markets have yet solved the ultimate human challenge of living within
planetary limits.In We Alone I look for answers by delving into how we rose from a lowly savanna
primate to conquer the Earth and examine how successful socie-ties avoided the pitfalls of
overuse and social breakdown. My exploration is partly a personal voyage tracing my evolution
from hunter to conservationist, highlighting insights I’ve gleaned from observing communities:
from the Maasai surviving droughts to Californians up against intensifying droughts and wildfires
caused by global warming. I also draw on scientific discoveries over the last half century to show
how we humans are far from being constrained by the selfish gene and limited by local ecology;
instead our success lies in cooperation and cultural institutions that enable us to create novel
economies and lifestyles that defy the biological imperative to reproduce to the limits of food
supply.I argue that our global conquest lay in breaking biological barriers, domesticating the
selfish gene, and curbing the downsides of our actions for larger common gains. The more
ecologically emancipated we became, the greater grew our ability to shift beyond conserving
food and water for survival to saving whales, art, music, and cultural traditions, based on our
newfound knowledge and sensibilities. Conserving other species lifts us to the highest plane of
altruism, beyond kinship, tribe, and economic self-interest.Our future well-being depends on our
unique capacity for cooperation, foresight, and planning as well as on new technologies and
green economies, rather than in using a vanishing Pleistocene Age as a template. No less than
in the past, our success hinges on using our emotions, morality, and expanded empathy to
create the world we wish for rather than the polluted and degraded planet we have inherited.We
Alone takes up where Aldo Leopold’s A Sand County Almanac leaves off by showing that we
can scale up from husbanding the land to sustaining the planet within boundary limits. Neither
the end-of-nature pessimists nor rational optimists offer solutions for cleaning up the global
problems we have created. Our future lies in the collective actions of billions of citizens, not in
philosophical debates and scientific prescriptions.We Alone is written for a popular audience,
but it is also intended to appeal to students looking for answers to who we are and how we can
become good custodians of the global commons.

We Alone

Introduction: Confronting the Human AgeThis book could be a depressing one about the end of
our planet because of human folly. It isn’t. Nor is it about wildlife and conservation in Africa,
although I lay the foundation for a far larger exploration of our past and future in southern Kenya,
where I have worked for the past five decades. Instead, this book is about another savanna
species altogether: us.In We Alone I look at conservation from the dual perspective of our
ancient savanna origins, which shaped our nature, and the new global age in which we are
reshaping nature. What is so unique about our species as to have propelled us from a small-time
savanna primate to a globally superdominant species capable of changing nature, ourselves,



and our planet? What lessons do cultures that beat the ecological odds and thrived for millennia
have to offer our global society, now knocking against planetary limits?My exploration began
with the role conservation played in the survival of Maasai pastoralists battling droughts and
competing with wildlife. If they had to struggle so hard to combat the elements, how did our early
ancestors, the puniest of the great apes, outcompete all other species and rise to global
supremacy? My interests grew with visits to other traditional societies, among them !Kung
hunter-gatherers of the Kalahari, Mbuti pygmies of the Ituri Forest, Konso and Gammo farmers
of the Ethiopian Highlands, Bedouins in the Middle East and Sahara, Andean farmers of Peru,
and yak herders of the Tibetan Plateau.The exploration led me on a yet deeper quest into the
meaning of conservation itself and how it evolved from its roots in survival and necessity to
encompass the bewildering variety of things we conserve today—from whales, lions, and wolves
to historical buildings, art, music, and above all the diversity of life itself. What, if anything, do
these varied strands of conservation have in common?Over the course of barely two centuries,
subsistence herding and farming societies tied to rainfall and the seasons have coalesced into a
global society and interwoven economy. Amboseli, situated beneath the rising mass of
Kilimanjaro in Kenya, gives a snapshot of the last vestiges of the Neolithic Age merging into the
Anthropocene—a world in transition from nature shaping our livelihoods and culture to one in
which we are molding nature for our own safety, comfort, and enjoyment—often with unknown
and unintended consequences. The Anthropocene marks an extraordinary juncture in human
history when thousands of years of differentiation in cultures, lifestyles, and languages are
converging into a single entangled community.In the early 1970s my first visit to California, half a
world away from Amboseli, jolted all my expectations of America’s third largest metropolis, Los
Angeles. My taxi from the airport ground to a standstill, blocked by an endless stream of traffic
filling the Santa Monica Freeway bumper to bumper in both directions. An acrid blanket of urban
smog stung my eyes, burned my lungs, and hid the iconic Hollywood sign up in the hills. What
good do riches do, I wondered, if the price is clogged freeways and congested lungs? On
university campuses where I had come to lecture on African wildlife, I was struck by the irony of
Americans’ interest in African animals—many traveling to Africa to film lions, elephants, and the
great Serengeti wildebeest migrations—while they did little to save their own: the bald eagle, the
national symbol; the last of the country’s wolves; the endangered grizzly; and the plains
bison.Nearly half a century later pollution levels in Los Angeles and other American cities are
down 90 percent—despite worse traffic jams, a surging population, and a twentyfold increase in
gross domestic product. The bald eagle has made a comeback, the grizzly has been delisted as
an endangered species, the wolf has been reintroduced to Yellowstone and is recolonizing the
American Northwest, and the plains bison population has grown to over half a million from the
mere few hundred that survived the greatest wildlife slaughter in history. California has become a
hub for new high-tech industries, leading America in the shift from fossil fuels to renewable
energy.Most of the world has followed America’s fossil fuel path to industrialization. China,
drawing on its vast coal reserves, is nearing America’s economic might, and Asia is following in



the fast lane to development. Bent on catching up with the West, the rest of the world is tracking
the well-trodden path of pell-mell growth, confident that the damage can be fixed later. But with
populations and economies in the developing world growing much faster than they did in the
West at peak industrialization, the cost to human health and the environment is now far too great
to fix later. Dense smog blanketing Beijing, Shanghai, and other major cities accounts for nearly
a third of all deaths in Mainland China, almost as many as smoking. Beijing residents are no
longer prepared to defer the costs when it means wearing gas masks to work and keeping their
children out of school for days on end. China now deems the cost so great it has spent $350
billion in remediation and is investing heavily in becoming a world leader in renewable energy
sources.For all the progress the United States has made, its victory over pollution is far from
won. To the contrary, it faces a far greater threat than ever from the by-products of its wealth
heating up the atmosphere and oceans and destabilizing the global climate and hydrological
and nutrient cycles. The greenhouse gases caused by burning fossil fuels powering
industrialization have raised the Earth’s thermostat, causing a cascade of changes seen in
melting polar ice caps, receding glaciers, rising sea levels, and acidifying oceans. Summers are
getting hotter, blizzards fiercer, hurricanes stronger, floods more frequent, and droughts harsher.
In California, rising temperatures have deepened a decade-long drought, thinned winter
snowpacks, evaporated reservoirs, dropped water tables to all-time lows, and taken a heavy toll
on the Golden State’s fruit, nut, and vegetable farms supplying homes across America. Parched
vegetation has sparked fierce wildfires, fueled by high winds, that flare up earlier in the season,
burn hotter, persist longer, and destroy thousands of homes across the state. In December
2017, two hundred thousand people were evacuated from Ventura County north of Los Angeles
as firefighters battled raging fires driven by the strongest Santa Ana winds on record. In 2018
California suffered the deadliest fires in its history. More than eighty-five hundred fires, driven by
searing winds, killed eighty-six people, burned 1.9 million acres of land, destroyed eighteen
thousand properties, and caused $14.5 billion in damages.Is it possible to achieve a wealthy,
healthy life without overusing resources and sullying our planet? Oddly, megacities like Los
Angeles, New York, Mumbai, Lagos, Nairobi, Shanghai, and Beijing are, for better or worse, our
new frontier and the best hope for saving our planet. Cities are the origins of our civilizations, the
centers of power, the locus of the modern industrial states, and the epicenter of innovations.
Despite their higher crime rates and stress, cities are the magnets for modern economies and
communities seeking a richer life or escaping vanishing rural livelihoods.In the new ecosystems
we’ve created, achieving a healthy and satisfying life and saving other species will depend on re-
creating the conditions that made us a superdominant species. We must draw on our emotions,
morality, and empathy no less than on our rational mind and technical skills to forge universal
agreements on our common future. I conclude that our unique human ability for large-scale
cooperation and empathy can save nature—and ourselves.

PARTIThe Roots of Our Success



1Survival in the SavannasI was so consumed by the famine and suffering among the Maasai in
Amboseli during the searing drought of the 1970s I almost missed a puzzling anomaly that
would shape my work in the coming decades: how, faced with collapse, did the Maasai pull
through in competition with superbly adapted wildlife? Come to that, how did our puny ancestors
emerge from our savanna birthplace to reach such supreme dominance as to change the face of
the Earth and threaten its very future? More puzzling yet, why, at the pinnacle of our ecological
success, did we begin to conserve some of the very species we had conquered?Amboseli, at
the time a 3,370-square-kilometer game reserve stretched along the Kenya border with
Tanzania, captures the essence of the African savannas, and is an ideal exemplar of the story of
humans’ rise from lowly primate to global dominance. To the south, the land descends from the
snow-capped peak of Kilimanjaro through alpine meadows, moorlands, rain forest, savanna
woodlands, and scattered scrub to wide treeless plain. To the west, 150 kilometers across the
Great Rift Valley, lies Serengeti National Park. To the north, barely visible on the horizon, rise the
foothills of the Kenya Highlands. Sixty kilometers to the east a blue ridgeline of young volcanic
hills marks the Chyulu Range and the boundary of Tsavo West National Park.The young Scottish
explorer Joseph Thomson was captivated by the enigma of Amboseli when he was the first
European to traverse Maasailand. He wrote in his 1885 account of the journey, Through Maasai
Land: “Conceive of yourself standing in the centre of the plain. In your immediate vicinity there is
not a blade of grass to relieve the barren aspect of the damp muddy sand, which, impregnated
with various salts, is unfavorable to the growth of any vegetation. Here and there, however, in the
horizon are to be detected a few sheets of water, surrounded by rings of green grass, and a few
straggling trees or scrubby bushes. In spite of the desolate and barren aspect of the country,
game is seen in marvelous abundance. The question [that] naturally rises in one’s mind is, how
can such enormous numbers of large game live in this extraordinary desert?”1From where I first
pitched my tent in 1967 to start my research and conservation work, I looked out on the same
scene that had so enchanted Joseph Thomson. Thousands of wildebeest, gazelle, impala,
hartebeest, buffalo, giraffe, elephant, and rhino were tightly packed on the edge of the plains
and in the elegant fever tree woodlands. Like Thomson, I was intrigued by the spectacular
abundance of animals living in such parched country. However, another, more baffling enigma
was uppermost in my mind as I watched a savanna scene expunged from the lyrical portraits of
Amboseli—the large herds of cattle threading their way through the wildlife concentrations. How
could so many Maasai livestock live in seeming harmony with wildlife?A run of good years had
restocked the herds after a harsh drought in 1961 killed off most Maasai cattle and large
numbers of wildlife. By 1967 the wet years had run their course, leaving tall stands of dry grass
rippling across the open plains. By the early 1970s wildlife and livestock began losing bodily
condition as the grasses withered and high winds drove billowing dust clouds across the flats.
By 1973 I recorded the first calves dying around the settlements and took note of herders driving
their emaciated cattle miles from water in search of pasture.Month after month I monitored the
pasture and animals as the grasses shrank to a wiry stubble, expecting a mounting body count.



Oddly, despite the cattle looking like walking cadavers, few died. How could such emaciated
animals survive the long grueling treks and irregular watering in a landscape hauntingly
reminiscent of the American Dust Bowl of the 1930s?When I first came to Amboseli, the Maasai,
archetypal red-robed, spear-toting cattle herders of the East African savannas, were portrayed
as unbending traditionalists preoccupied with the prestige of having large herds rather than the
quality of their animals. Government livestock officers viewed Maasai cattle, sheep, and goats as
ill-adapted to the African savannas and as destructive to the land as locusts. But if the Maasai
were such poor herders and their animals so destructive, how did they survive harsh droughts,
and why was Amboseli’s wildlife still considered second to none?Graduate biologists from
Europe and America were flocking to East Africa in the 1960s to study its national parks as
models of natural ecosystems. Fossils found at Olduvai Gorge on the edge of Serengeti in
Tanzania 150 kilometers to the southwest, testifying to the coexistence of humans and wildlife
for hundreds of thousands of years, did little to dampen the enthusiasm for the African savannas
as an ecological tabula rasa. The eviction of pastoralists from Serengeti, Mara, and other parks
two decades earlier did nothing to dispel the illusion of pristine Africa.Having grown up in
Tanzania in the pre-park days, I held a different view. Surely there must be a reason why the best
wildlife areas were found in the Maasai heartlands. Amboseli proved the ideal place to look for
answers. Here, in a game reserve run by the Kajiado County Council, livestock and wildlife still
migrated freely with the seasons. I had no idea what to expect but had a hunch that researching
the Maasai and wildlife together would explain their coexistence and, perhaps, point to an
alternative to evicting them from their lands in the name of conservation. My zoology professor at
the University of Nairobi was dead set against my doctoral study when I briefed him on my
research plans. Zoology is the study of animals, not people, he told me. If you want to study
people, you should enroll in the geography department.I ignored the advice after getting strong
support from my thesis supervisor, Bristol Foster, a rangy iconoclastic Canadian, happier in the
field than teaching classes. He suggested I conduct an ecological survey of the Amboseli Game
Reserve. The fever trees are dying and the wildlife disappearing, he told me. Conservationists
are blaming the destruction on overgrazing and pushing the government of Kenya to evict the
Maasai and create a five-hundred-square-kilometer national park in the center of the
reserve.Tracking the migrations in my dilapidated Land Rover was laborious and spine jangling.
Plowing through thick bush and often bogged down overnight, I glimpsed only a hazy picture of
the shifting herds in the tangled bush country north of Kilimanjaro. Unlike the continually moving
massed herds of Serengeti, the herds of wildebeest and zebra in Amboseli were a will-o’-the-
wisp, always elusive. I had no way of keeping up with their erratic movements until I bought a
forty-year-old Cessna-180 in 1974. Once I was airborne, my surveys shrank from punishing days
bashing through bush to an hour’s flight and a vulture’s-eye view of the migrations.Baffled by the
uncanny skill of the Maasai to locate the best grazing grounds, often beating zebra and
wildebeest to small pockets of greenery, I hit on testing their skills by flying herders over the
migratory paths. Clad in red robes and carrying cattle switches, my novice passengers were so



startled and enthralled with flying that I got nothing but nervous squeals and shouts of delight at
first as we banked and dipped over their herds, and raucous shouts as they yelled at their
families and friends peering up from the ground.Once accustomed to flying, the herders pointed
out cues they used on migrations. I was no longer the pilot but an apprentice herder following the
direction of their cattle switches as they twisted this way and that, exploring the land as adroitly
as if the herders were standing on a hilltop. These are the best grazing grounds, they would
point out with their herding sticks, and there the best route to avoid elephants and rhinos in thick
bush. That old corral over there would make a good temporary settlement, they added, firing
details faster than I could take them in.As adept as they proved to be at gauging the best
migratory routes from the air, Maasai herders don’t use planes. So how do they figure out when
and where to move in the sprawling bush country? I had often flown over young warriors remote
from any settlement and wondered at their wanderings. They are eleenore, my airborne guides
told me: scouts who gather information on pasture conditions, water sources, wildlife—whatever
information their families need to decide where and when to move their herds. Information
exchanged among individuals and in meetings builds up the shared body of knowledge,
enkingwana, on which Maasai husbandry and culture is founded and which is passed down
through successive generations.From the monthly flow of my aerial and ground counts and the
rich vein of information I tapped from the Maasai social network, the pattern of migrations finally
fell into place. The cattle of migratory families stay in better condition, produce more milk, and
have healthier calves than the cattle of families that stay put as conditions worsen. Migratory
animals grow faster, mature earlier, and are less susceptible to disease and predators than
resident herds. The maxim that the early bird catches the worm applies to Maasai livestock: the
astute herder stays in the vanguard of the migrations to get a head start on the richest
pastures.The survival and productivity of the herd are the bedrock of Maasai success. Livestock
holdings govern how many wives with a bride price a herder can afford. A herder must have a
refined knowledge of the savannas and expert husbandry skills to keep his herd safe and
healthy and his family supplied with milk and meat. Children add extra hands for splitting the
herds and grazing them more efficiently in the dry season. The cow’s udder is a barometer of a
herder’s success. How he grazes his animals, how far he walks them, how often he rests,
shades, and waters them are among the myriad of decisions that affect how much milk his wife
collects in her gourd to feed the family.I was fortunate to befriend Parashino Ole Purdul, a
powerfully built young elder in his early thirties considered a skilled herder by his age mates.
After I gained his trust, assuring him I was in Amboseli to learn about wildlife and Maasai, not as
a government officer out to grab land for a national park, Parashino offered me cattle of my own.
If I wanted to understand the Maasai, I must see Amboseli through the eyes of a cow, he
insisted.2 Not one to be held back by scientific detachment or bothered by conservation
eyebrows raised by my herding cows through a game reserve, I accepted.Parashino gave me
two cows for my apprenticeship: Sotwa, a flawless white animal, and coal-black Matingab. When
we were out herding on all-day treks, Parashino instructed me on how to keep my animals



healthy and productive. He tutored me on pasture conditions, seasonal changes, watering
regimes, diseases, and how to combat heat, thirst, cold, and starvation. I noted his ever-present
eye on wildlife—how he navigated his herds around elephants and rhinos, checked out thickets
for lions, and kept his animals from straying out of sight. The lead animal and a few others
carried clanging bells fashioned of tin or wood to allow Parashino to keep track of the herd in
thick bush. Lions will pick off stray animals, he cautioned, but they fear Maasai. I verified his
claim one day when I drove young warriors keen to see lions to an area circled by tourist vans.
The lions, lazing around unfazed by the yelling tourists, bolted like scalded cats as soon as they
caught wind of the warriors’ red ochre hair and heard the distinctive cadence of Maasai
chatter.You must keep a detailed record in your notebook, Parashino insisted as I struggled to
keep up with his flood of information. You are a scientist, and scientists take notes to remember
things. I told him I intended to learn as he did, through the eyes of a cow, not from a
notebook.Over the years Parashino and I sealed our growing friendship in the traditional Maasai
way, by exchanging cattle and calling each other pakiteng, a public declaration of our bonding. I
was aware of Parashino’s ulterior motive—to win me over to the Maasai cause, banking on my
research to counter conservationists lobbying for Amboseli to become a national park—but that
motive became incidental as our relationship matured and our trust deepened, ultimately paying
dividends for both of us when it came to Amboseli’s future.Herding Sotwa and Matingab became
a bridge between our two worlds. I probed Parashino for his insights on Amboseli, and he
pumped me about my research and the outside world edging onto his land and into his life. At
first I only vaguely sensed the importance of grass conservation in the survival of Maasai
livestock and the role a herder’s social networks played as an insurance against bad luck and
hard times. Out herding, I began to piece together the finely interwoven movements of livestock
and wildlife through the seasons. From my aerial and ground counts over the years, I built up
compelling evidence showing livestock and wildlife numbers oscillating in lockstep with the
undulating rhythm of rainfall.Rainfall governs the pulse of life in Amboseli. The first storms of the
March long rains and the October short rains trigger the migrations. The erratic scattered storms
entrain the herds of wildlife and livestock seeking out the greenest flush. Once the water pans
dry and the short sweet grasses wither, wildlife, trailed by livestock, gravitate to the courser
grasses of the Amboseli swamps to tide them through the dry season. For the Maasai, drought
refuges like Amboseli, known as olkeri, are key to the survival of their herds. Only once the
outlying grasses are depleted do the elders authorize access to the late-season pastures. Errant
herders are fined and shamed if they break ranks.
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Joel Berger, “A remarkable read about what we need to do now if we wish to sustain life as we
know it.. As a scientist who works with global conservation issues I was aware that David
Western was embarking on yet another literary journey, his vitalized by a lifetime of experience in
Africa, in Earth’s arid zones, and with the deserved recognition of a leading ecologist and
unparalleled as a conservation biologist. I had hoped We Alone was not to be a volume of dour
and depression, loss and mourning, for there are many such accounts of a failing planet. And,
I’d dare say – after having read his other works that span several decades – my expectations for
a readable, poised, and optimistic tone were far exceeded. We Alone is a brilliant tour de force
written by a Kenyan whose life has been committed to cultural identity, biodiversity conservation,
and changing values.Without launching into excessive praise, for which We Alone is so very
deserving, if asked for five words to describe it, I’d offer these: Earth, empathy, beauty, rigor,
innovation. Western takes us on a journey incomprehensible to most as he moves deftly
between East Africa and the western hemisphere while involving challenges and tributes to Asia.
This beautifully written tome is African focused where Western was born. There are flashbacks
to a prior era when colonialism dominated, and whence Western rebelled. There are deeply
embedded friendships with Maasai. There are valuable and non-intuitive lessons about land
and animals, ecosystems and climate change.There is much in here for diverse audiences
whether Kenyan of farther afield. The coverage into animals – elephant, baboon, and other is
impressive. Yet this is not a book about animals though prominent they play. Instead, it is a
sharp focus on how we must recognize not only past time-tested knowledge but how to apply
such wisdom to sustainable futures despite our burgeoning human population growth.
Discussions of capitalism, about rural-urban divide, ecotourism and sustainability, about
dampening the immediate and even more foreboding climate alterations are thoughtful and well-
supported.Although We Alone is wildly readable and poignant with East African roots,
audiences far a flung should also include natural history buffs, planners, sports-people and
recreationists, especially local officials. Why? Because their constituents – us, the public – will
be beneficiaries of prudence in decisions. Western has offered us an opportunity to think, to
pause, and to consider our actions. If nothing else, the future is in our hands; the next
generation of students should be digesting how to better all of us. We Alone is a wonderful read
because it challenges us to deliberate, and – I hope – to act.Joel Berger – author of Extreme
Conservation (2018)”

Author, “Great extension of Western's book In the Dust of Kilimanjaro. David Western's most
recent book, We Alone, is a brilliant extension and update of his 1997 autobiography In the Dust
of Kilimanjaro. Filling in more background context to the book that I still think is arguably the best
book on conservation since Leopold's Sand County Almanac. Western describes We Alone as a
Sand County for a new century, which is not far off the mark. Grounded in his roots in



collaborative conservation he expands the paradigm to consider the challenges facing humanity
today. Especially appreciated is the author's first-hand experience and the many case examples
through which he shows to roots of his current thinking and supports his arguements. Broad and
innovative, a must-read for all conservationists and others who care about the planet's future.”

Helen Myers, “One of the best nonfiction books I have read all year.. Finished David Western’s
book months ago; still thinking of it and decided it was time to write a review of this fascinating
and educational book. Why? The author came across as a deeply humble man, so curious and
passionate about the world around him and the subject matter at hand: conservation. The pages
take us all over the world and through the ages to the present time. In-depth descriptions of
people, places, cultures, morals, ethics and more; tons of research to back up his writing, totally
updating wild animals and domestic animals surviving in the world together with humans over
the 50-plus years.Conservation is here. It is us-some of us unconscious and like myself, made
extremely conscious by the end of the book. We Alone…..us…me…. my Dirty Nest Syndrome!
As David Western says in the chapter called Limits to Growth, “…we must accept along with
social scientists that our unique capacity as a species to foresee disasters and take aversive
action can avert collapse.”One of the best nonfiction books I have read all year.”

Alan Russell, “Unique Perspective. For the sake of transparency, I received a review copy of this
book. What struck me most was the author's (David Western) "long view" of conservation. For
five decades he's worked in the field, mainly in Africa. During the so-called "Summer of
Love" (1967), I found it ironic that Western was learning bush skills from the Masai. The cover of
We Alone shows the challenges facing conservationists - in the foreground are giraffes, and
behind them is an encroaching metropolis. While Western is no Pollyanna, neither does he
leave readers bereft of hope. We tend to think of conservation as a new concept, but Western
points out that it has long been practiced by many cultures. Of particular interest to me was
Western's helping to bring together cowboys from Arizona with six Masai from various parts of
Africa. In these very different worlds there proved to be ample common ground. Those hoping
for easy conservation answers won't find them in this book, but that's not to say Western doesn't
spotlight some success stories, as well as offering ideas to build upon these successes. As the
book's subtitle states:  How Humans Have Conquered the Planet and Can Also Save it.”

The book by David Western has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided feedback.
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